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Data federation to promote access to big data

- To fully exploit the potential of AI and machine learning in health research

- To facilitate precision medicine by providing appropriate sample size of relevant 
patients’ sub-groups with very specific profiles

- To enhance generalizability of knowledge and predictive models:

- from one center to other centers

- from one country to other countries

- from research cohorts to real-life medicine
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Generalizability of predictive models

- Most models are trained and validated on ‘narrow’ data that often lack diversity and are likely to 
suffer from various known or hidden institutional biases

- Risk of overfitting on such biases and confounding factors resulting in good accuracy when tested 
against held-out data from the same institution, but poor performance on data from external 
institutions

- The fewer the number of data sources, the higher the risk of poor generalizability

Models that learn from and generalizes to everyone’s data
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Federated learning and analytics
- Analytics (models) move to the data rather than

the data moving to the analytics

- Patient’s data never leave their host institution

- Only aggregated findings / model update are 
being sent to a central server

- No access to individual data from outside each
institution

- Very low theoritical risk of re-identification 
through queries (model inversion) which can be
nullified by additional data privacy features
(differential privacy, secure multiparty
computation, homomorphic encryption….)  

- Optimal solution for building sustained very large 
scale hospital-based data collaborative network

From Sheller et al. Scientific Reports 2020;10:12598
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EAN-EBRAINS Joint Workshop: The Future of Medical Data Sharing in Clinical Neurosciences
9-11 December 2021 | Lausanne & Online

Federated learning and analytics
Pubmed Hits for federated learning / analytics (in title) 
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Federated learning for COVID-19
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Federated learning for COVID-19

20 hospitals from 5 continents with heterogeneous populations, contributing to a total of 16148 patients



Federated learning > local learning



Performance of Federated vs Centralized data sharing



Performance of Federated vs Centralized data sharing

From Sheller et al. Scientific Reports 2020;10:12598



The Medical Informatics Platform (MIP)

Open-source, free-of-use HBP-EBRAINS software dedicated to data federation

Privacy aware, GDPR compliant

Each federation = MIP nodes in participating hospitals and a central node on EBRAINS

Hospitals’ MIP nodes include: Curation tools + Database + Analytical tools

Already installed in > 30 EU hospitals

20.000 datasets covering various brain diseases (dementia, TBI, Epilepsy, mental health)

Framed for clinical researchers
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MIP deployed in 31 centers + 30 pending

Patients’ datasets in the MIPs

- Traumatic brain injury: 12400

- Dementia: 4150

- Public databases: 2250

- Mental Health: 1600

- Epilepsy: 1300

- TOTAL: 20700



Medical Interoperable Platform

Public databases

Federated platforms
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Research cohortsResearch lab
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MIP-HBP / EAN-ESO joint project (FERES)

MIP to leverage datasharing between clinical neuroscience centers in Europe

EAN proposed to govern this endeavour through its scientific panels

Stroke pilot launched by EAN scientific committee (D. Leys, M. Leone, P. Ryvlin) in 
partnership with ESO (V. Caso, G. Tsivgoulis)

Seven national stroke registries from Austria, Denmark, France, Greece, Ireland, 
Italy, Switzerland





Investigate and model the following issues: 
- inequalities of stroke care across Europe 

- delays affecting stroke outcome

- safety and effectiveness of acute stroke interventions 
- duration of in-hospital stay

- lack of compliance with practice guidelines and recommendations

- lack of early identification of acute stroke

- differences between real-world and RCTs data 

- impact of the volume of activity and resources of stroke services on outcome

- impact of acute and post-acute neurorehabilitation on outcome

- Impact of COVID on stroke 

Addressing Stroke Action Plan 2018-2030 priorities



- Each national registry to install a MIP at his site (SLA signed with CHUV) (ongoing)

- Delineating a common data model (ongoing)

- Developing a research protocol to be submitted to local ethics committee for 
enabling data re-use and specify the role of each stakeholder in the scientific
exploitation of data analyses (ongoing)

Practical implementation


